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Policy Coverage, Exclusions, and “Efficient
Proximate Cause”

The Aftermath
of the Montecito
Mudslides –

Determining Insurance
Coverage and Navigating
Policy Exclusions
By Cory Baker

Post-Wildfire “Perils” and Property Damage
Wildfires dramatically change the landscape and ground
conditions, which can lead to the increased risk of flooding
even with light rains. Natural, unburned vegetation and soil
normally act as a sponge during a rainfall event. However,
wildfires create physical changes in the landscape. The heat
from a fire can bake the ground, creating a surface that will
not absorb water, thereby increasing the speed with which
water flows off the slope. When these normal and protective functions are compromised or eliminated by a severe
wildfire, the potential for significant erosion, flooding, and
debris flows is magnified.1
Soon after the December 2017 Thomas Fire2, residents
and business owners of Montecito and areas of Santa Barbara and Ventura County were faced with destruction as
a result of flooding, mudslides, and mudflow. Many of the
properties destroyed were in close proximity to the Thomas
Fire, which calls into question whether property damage is
attributed to the Thomas Fire or these other perils.

While some property owners are asking when insurance
coverage will kick in, most property owners are faced with
asking: what is actually covered under my insurance policy?
Although property/casualty insurers may have a duty to
cover damages from the recent mudslide and debris flows,
this duty only arises if it is determined that the burning of
hillsides and vegetation by the Thomas and other fires was
the efficient proximate cause3 of the mudslides. However,
if the resulting destruction was caused independently by
flooding, mudslide, and/or mudflow, such claims are typically excluded. So, the threshold issue for property owners
is whether loss was caused by the Thomas Fire or by a
separate contributing peril.
In California, the efficient proximate cause doctrine is
used when loss is attributable to concurrent perils (i.e., both
covered and excluded perils). Ultimately, this means that
policy coverage comes down to the predominant cause of
the loss,4 that is:
if the predominant cause is a covered peril, the loss is
covered by the policy, even if other non-covered causes
contributed to it; but if the predominant cause is an
excluded peril, the loss is not covered.
For Montecito, Santa Barbara, and Ventura County property owners, if it is shown that the Thomas Fire—a covered
peril—caused the subsequent mudslides, then damage
caused by those events should be covered under a property
owner’s insurance policy.5 Yet, determining coverage will
require an in-depth analysis of the cause of the damage and
broad interpretations of policy language.

Causation and the “Separate and Distinct”
Standard
Since causation is the threshold issue in most policy
coverage claims, the efficient proximate cause is more commonly viewed as the most important cause. This analysis is
used to weed out claims based on remote causes. However,
in cases where concurrent perils contributed to the loss,
insurance coverage may still be afforded. While there is no
coverage where the insured peril is only a remote cause of
the loss, coverage is not precluded just because an excluded
peril contributed to a loss. Thus, if an excluded peril was
only a remote cause of the loss, property owners may still
be covered based on non-excluded perils.6
So, how will insurance companies determine the cause of
property loss? Answering this question requires extensive
evidence gathering to determine whether the perils attributable to the property loss were actually “separate or distinct.”
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According to California case law, to be separate or distinct,
each peril must “under some circumstances, have occurred
independently of the other and caused damage.”7

4

Expanding Policy Language
On January 22, 2018, Senate Bill 917 was introduced,
which proposed to add Section 530.5 to the California
Insurance Code. SB 917 would “provide that a policy that
does not cover the peril of landslide shall not exclude coverage for any loss or damage attributable to a landslide if
the landslide resulting in loss or damage was proximately
caused by another covered peril, as provided.”
This raises the issue: whether policy language should be
expanded—or at the very least, be broadly interpreted—to
cover damage that is caused by excluded perils (i.e., landslide, mudslide, or mudflow) that are directly attributable to
another covered peril (i.e., the Thomas Fire). In turn, SB 917
would mean that the Montecito mudslides can be attributed
to the Thomas Fire and cannot be excluded from coverage.
Fortunately for many property owners, many advocates
have been working to recognize these coverage gaps and
identify policy language to help property owners recover.

What to Do Next?

5
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at least one of which is covered by insurance and one of which is
not.” Julian v. Hartford Underwriters Ins. Co. (2005) 35 Cal.4th 747,
753.
Sabella v. Wisler (1963) 59 Cal.2d 21; Garvey v. State Farm Fire &
Casualty Co. (1989) 48 Cal.3d 395, 403; See also, California Ins.
Code, § 530:
An insurer is liable for a loss of which a peril insured against
was the proximate cause, although a peril not contemplated
by the contract may have been a remote cause of the loss; but
he is not liable for a loss of which the peril insured against
was only a remote cause.
In Howell v. State Farm Fire & Casualty Co. (1990) 218 Cal. App.
1446, the property owner made a claim for landslide damage to
her property following heavy rains. The insurer denied the claim
because the policy excluded coverage for earth movement and
water damage. The property owner presented expert testimony
that the landslide occurred due to a fire, which was covered
under the policy and which destroyed vegetation on the slope
the summer before the landslide. The California Court of Appeal
concluded that an insurer providing coverage under a property
insurance policy may not contractually exclude coverage when
an insured peril (such as fire) is the efficient proximate cause of a
loss, regardless of other contributing causes. The appellate court
found that, because fire was the efficient proximate cause of the
mudslide, the policy exclusion for damage caused by mudslide
was not enforceable.
Insurance Code § 530.
Finn v. Continental Ins. Co. (1990) 218 Cal.App.3d 69, 72.

While the cause of the Thomas Fire and the January 9,
2018 mudslides is still being investigated, homeowners
should do the following:
•

Identify and locate any property/casualty insurance
policies;

•

Gather evidence of damage/loss (i.e., photographs,
video, eye-witness reports); and

•

Get in touch with your insurance carrier to file a
claim for recovery.

Save the Date

Cory Baker is an associate attorney at Paladin Law Group where
he practices environmental litigation. He received his Dispute
Resolution and Business Law Certificates as well as his law degree from Pepperdine University School of Law. He received his
undergraduate degree from UCSB.

Santa Barbara Women
Lawyers Foundation
Scholarship Luncheon

Endnotes
1
2
3

http://calfire.ca.gov/communications/downloads/newsreleases/2018/CALFIRE_FloodAfterFireJointRelease.pdf.
http://www.fire.ca.gov/current_incidents/incidentdetails/Index/1922.
California Insurance Code section 530 sets forth the efficient
proximate cause doctrine, an interpretive rule for first party insurance disputes. The California Supreme Court and other California
Appellate Courts have stated that the efficient proximate cause
doctrine is the “preferred method for resolving first party insurance disputes involving losses caused by multiple risks or perils,
March 2018
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volunteer information.
The mini opening also
gives the trial lawyer more
face time with potential
jurors.

Jury Trial
Tips from
Department 4
By Judge Donna Geck

P

rofessor Irving Younger, who was a Civil Court
Judge in New York City, a Professor of Law at
NYU Cornell, Georgetown, and the University of
Minnesota, and a prolific leader in Trial Advocacy, has
said that trying a civil jury trial is one of the most complex
tasks a human being can undertake. I agree. Think about
it. You must master the law, master the jury, master the
judge, master the witnesses, master your opponent, all at
the same time while on your feet and radiating civility,
honesty, and professionalism. It is a tall order, and it is not
unexpected that the trial lawyer will occasionally stumble.
I want to give you some tips that will ease the way. They
may seem obvious to you, but I assure you that from my
vantage point, they are more honored in the breach than
in the observance.
1. NAMES: Call your client by the right name. This is
elementary, yet I have seen experienced trial lawyers and
members of ABOTA1 mispronounce their client’s name or
refer to the client by the wrong name. How can you expect
the jury to care about your client and the case if the client’s
own lawyer doesn’t know the client’s name? Another
mishap that can occur is when the trial lawyer, in the heat
of cross-examination, calls or refers to the plaintiff by the
defendant’s name and vice versa. This is embarrassing for
the lawyer and confusing to the jury.
2. MINI OPENING STATEMENT: CCP § 222.5 provides:
“The trial judge should allow a brief opening statement by
counsel for each party prior to the commencement of the
oral questioning phase of the voir dire process.” This occurs
when the whole veneer is present but before any jurors are
seated in the jury box. I always offer this to the parties but
am surprised that some lawyers waive it. I think this is a
mistake. The mini opening statement, typically 3-5 minutes,
gives potential jurors more information about the facts of
the case than is usually provided in the Statement of the
Case read by the Court, which tends to be bland and a little
vague. The result is that potential jurors know more about
the case and are more likely to open up on voir dire or even
8

3. VOIR DIRE: Know
what you are going to
ask and then listen. If a
juror refers to herself as
“Mrs.,” do not address
her as “Miss” or “Ms.” If
a juror refers to himself as
“Doctor” or “Reverend,”
Judge Donna Geck
do not address him as
“Mr.” Do not ask questions that opposing counsel has already asked and to which
you should already have the answer. Don’t waste the jury’s
time. Avoid repetition. Open ended questions will help get
jurors talking. I know you would like to precondition the
jury by your questions, but please don’t do it. Just because
you have six peremptory challenges does not mean you
have to use them all. With the six-pack method of seating
jurors, you will have a pretty good idea as to who is likely
to replace a challenged juror.
4. OPENING STATEMENT: Develop and refine a case
theme early on. Explain the case in common sense terms
that help jurors understand why things happened as they
did. Use demonstrative evidence or exhibits if the Court
permits it. Do not argue your case. Practice your opening
so that you can present it without notes. It should be a rare
case where the defense defers making an opening statement. Jurors expect symmetry, and the earlier you can get
your message to the jury the better.
5. DIRECT EXAMINATION: Keep it simple and short.
Clear questions. Avoid qualifiers or extraneous phrases such
as “in fact” or “at that particular point in time.” Develop a
pace and rhythm, and avoid long pauses between questions.
Prepare your witness. Practice and rehearse both direct and
anticipated cross-examination, especially with the parties.
Listen. If your client has already responded to the information you want to elicit, don’t ask it again. Tell your witness
to look at the jury. Advise parties and witnesses of any in
limine rulings and not to mention insurance. Start and end
with your strongest witness.
6. CROSS-EXAMINATION: Have a point on crossexamination. Sometimes a short focused cross examination
Santa Barbara Lawyer
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is more effective than a long one. Don’t give the witness a
chance to repeat what was said on direct examination. Ask
only leading questions to which you know the answer. Be
prepared with impeachment. Know exactly the deposition
page, line, and testimony and be able to access it immediately. Impeachment by playing excerpts from a videotaped
deposition is especially effective. Plaintiff should resist the
urge to call the opposing party under Evidence Code 776.
It will disrupt the flow and strength of your case and possibly confuse the jury. The devastating cross examination
that you have in your head rarely works out that way in
the courtroom.
7. TECHNOLOGY: Jurors live in a fast-paced technological
world and they like and expect technology in the courtroom. The party who successfully uses technology in the
courtroom has an advantage over the one who does not.
Consider bringing a technical expert with you. You have
enough to keep track of without running equipment yourself. Have a back-up plan ready to go in the event of a glitch.
If you plan to use the Elmo, practice with it beforehand.

or anyone else. Jurors don’t like it, the court doesn’t like
it and it detracts from your case. Be polite and respectful.
Watch body language and facial expressions of counsel, the
parties, and the witnesses. Be aware of everything that is
going on in the courtroom – The Jury is! They are always
watching and see everything. This also applies to entering
and leaving the courtroom, and conduct in the halls of the
courthouse. Remember, it is easier for a jury to find in your
favor if they like you.
Volumes have been written about trial advocacy. The
foregoing is not meant to be a comprehensive compendium
on trial advocacy. These are just some of the recurring issues I see in Department 4. I hope you found at least one
tip that is helpful to your trial practice.
Judge Donna D. Geck presides in Department 4, a civil department. She is the South County Supervising Civil Judge, a member
of the Executive Committee, and serves on the Appellate Panel.

Endnote
1

8. JURY INSTRUCTIONS: Prepare and submit your jury
instructions early. Fill in all of the blanks before submitting
them (e.g., names, theories, elements, etc.) Submit a special
verdict form contemporaneously.
9. CLOSING ARGUMENT: Your closing should follow
the theme you established in your opening statement and
throughout your case. Use exhibits and demonstrative
evidence. Practice, practice, practice, and try not to rely
on notes. Keep it to a reasonable length. Jurors have likely
already come to their own conclusions and are ready to
decide the case and get back to their regular lives. The
special verdict form is the most important piece of paper
in the courtroom. Project it on the screen in the courtroom
and take the jury through it suggesting how they should
answer the important questions. Give the jury damages
numbers. It is difficult for attorneys to properly evaluate a
case, much less citizens with no legal training. Jurors are
looking for guidance. Give it to them.
10. CIVILITY AND PROFESSIONALISM: Be on time.
It does not advance your case if you walk in the courtroom
to find that the judge is on the bench, the jurors are in the
box and they are all waiting for you. Avoid shuffling papers
and fumbling. You need to know where your stuff is and be
able to access documents within 30 seconds. Do not argue
with your opponent or continue to argue after the Judge has
ruled. Do not make personal insults about opposing counsel
March 2018
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American Board of Trial Advocates
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In Memoriam:
Allan S. Ghitterman
By Russell Ghitterman

O

n a beautiful, sunny, Monday morning, while resting comfortably in his bed, Allan Ghitterman took
his last breath. He was my father, my law partner,
my mentor, my role model, and my friend. It is my fervent
desire that I do his legacy justice.
While my father’s family upbringing and background
could be found in any Horatio Alger story, it is his contribution to the legal community and our legal
partnership that I want to discuss. To understand a little of my dad’s contributions,
I do need to provide a little background.
My father started his legal career at Rose,
Klein & Marias, but he quickly branched
out as a solo practitioner. His entrepreneurial spirit remained a constant throughout
his life. He established a practice in Ventura
and formed a partnership, Ghitterman,
Spielman and Steele. This was the first
of many partnership iterations, ending
with Ghitterman, Ghitterman & Feld. The
spread of his law firms covered the Central
Coast and Central Valley.
The reach of my father’s influence in the
worker’s compensation community overwhelms me. I have
been practicing for more than twenty years in the worker’s
compensation field, and I cannot interact with anyone who
hadn’t either worked for him or against him or knew of him.
Many people simply refer to me as Allan once they see the
last name. When I argue before the appellate court justices,
they tell me they hear my father’s voice when I’m arguing.
While many may chafe at that misunderstanding, I always
took it as a badge of honor. More important is what my
dad meant to his clients and what they meant to him. At
Ghitterman, Ghitterman & Feld, our Mission Statement is:
“Relentless commitment to protect our client’s rights. Always.” This is a direct outgrowth of my father’s dedication
to the working man and woman. After 60 years of dinner
conversations and law partner arguments (yes, we argued,
sometimes vehemently), I can say without equivocation
10

that I’ve never met anyone so passionate about doing
everything he could to help the injured worker seek and
obtain benefits.
He viewed this as his personal mission. He was a knighterrant -- a Don Quixote -- on his quest to slay the dark
forces that prevented his clients from recovering from their
injuries and providing for their families. I’m convinced that
the saying: “When you have the law, argue the law. When
you have the facts, argue the facts. When you have neither,
pound the table,” emanated from those who did battle with
my father on a day-to-day basis. I don’t think I’ve ever seen
one person so successfully pound the table as my dad.
His license plate read: “PENAL T.” My dad took pride in
pursuing penalties against insurers who unreasonably delayed benefits to injured workers. Often, the effort required
in this pursuit could not be justified by the economic benefit
derived, but he felt it was important to hold insurers to their
statutory obligations. Similarly, he was quick to resort to
an appeal whenever he believed that his
client had been given short shrift by the
trial court. A quick search of the Supreme
Court and Appellate Courts database will
reveal over 200 cases pursued in his drive
to seek justice.
His knowledge of workers’ compensation law was encyclopedic, and his intuition was even more astounding. Many a
time I would go to him with a question
about a particular case, and he would accurately predict the outcome. He had a sixth
sense that led him to the right result, even
when he sometimes couldn’t articulate the
how or why, just the existence of it. To
paraphrase Rene Descartes: “He thought
that’s how it would be, and it was.” I’ve often said my
father has forgotten more about worker’s compensation
law than I will ever learn.
Beyond worker’s compensation, my dad was involved
in many community and legal organizations, and donated
his time in public service. He served as a pro bono judge in
small claims court throughout the 20+ years of our partnership. He was a representative to the regional board of the
first California Coastal Commission and took pride that his
name is on the landmark California Coastal Plan of 1975.
He participated on local boards, including the American
Civil Liberties Union, the Anti-Defamation League, the
Food Bank, New Beginnings, and most significantly, Legal

Continued on page 17
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me wonder, when you see someone who has confronted adversity so bravely and nobly, whether I could do the same.
Sue’s life was of accomplishment, of art, of love, of loyalty. I am honored to pay tribute to her.
Santa Barbara is a better place because we were lucky
enough to have her here.

In Memoriam:
Sue Grafton
By Judge Brian Hill

Judge Brian Hill has been a Santa Barbara Superior Court Judge
since 2003 and was the Presiding Judge from 2011 to 2012.

S

anta Barbara recently lost Sue Grafton, 77, the
author of the acclaimed “Alphabet” crime detective
series that was based in the fictional town of Santa
Teresa. As readers of the series know, the Santa Teresa described in her novels looked very much like our own South
Coast, with only the names of streets, towns, parks, and
landmarks changed. Ms. Grafton had courageously battled
cancer for two years before succumbing on December 28,
2017. She is survived by her husband Steve Humphrey,
a philosophy of physics professor at UCSB, and by three
children, four grandchildren, and one great grandson.
Ms. Grafton was fairly well known to many local prosecutors, defense lawyers, clerks, law enforcement officers,
and private investigators. I had the great privilege and honor
of knowing Sue as a friend who would occasionally ask
me about an arcane bit of California criminal law, perhaps
dealing with the statute of limitations or the concept of
diminished capacity or the felony murder rule. A quick
reading of the acknowledgments starting with “A” is for
Alibi, published in 1982, reveals the scope of her material
and focus on detail. She thoroughly researched the topics
of her novels, leaving no stone unturned, which led her to
spend time with coroners, doctors, plumbers, contractors
and, well, even judges.
Sue published her last book, “Y” is for Yesterday, just this
past August and thus was unable to finish the alphabet.
Following her death, her daughter Jamie Clark stated that
her mother would “never allow a ghost writer to write in
her name. Because of all of those things and out of the deep
abiding love and respect for our dear sweet Sue, as far as we
in the family are concerned, the alphabet now ends at Y.”
One of my most treasured memories is attending the
Kentucky Derby last May with Sue and her husband Steve,
my wife Jeanie, and close friends from Santa Barbara, Mark
and Kim Linehan.
We spent the Derby weekend at their beautiful estate in
Louisville, only learning later that Sue had taken a turn for
the worse just before our arrival. To the end, Sue retained
her drive, her determination, and her good spirits. It makes
March 2018
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Philanthropy Corner
Welcome to the

PHILANTHROPY CORNER
By Jenn Duffy, Editor

Featuring Local Non-Profit Organizations
This month’s featured organizations focus on teens and are

AHA! and
Student Mental Wellness Center
which sponsors the Youth Mental Wellness Coalition
and the Youth Wellness Connection.

AHA!
AHA! was created in 1999 by Jennifer Freed, PhD, and Rendy Freedman, MFT as a response to the Columbine shootings, and in the 18 years since, has empowered over 20,000 youth to stop bullying, create peaceful and socially-equitable
environments, communicate effectively, listen deeply, deal with strong emotions constructively, accept/celebrate differences, and express themselves creatively.
AHA! is committed to transforming the world by empowering teens to create peaceful and connected communities.
As advocates and allies for a socially- and emotionally-intelligent culture, AHA! teens focus on moving individuals and
communities from:
• negativity to resilience, positivity, and creativity
• “othering” and separation to diversity appreciation and interdependence
• punitive mindsets to repair, restoration, and re-integration
• exclusion to inclusion
• judgement and stereotypes to empathy and reciprocity

Student Mental Wellness Center
Young people in our community, and beyond, are struggling with mental health issues and are often not able to connect
with the support services they need. Stigma can often be a barrier to teens asking for help because of the shame associated with, and the increased pressure to be, perfect. The Youth Mental Wellness Coalition was formed in 2016, convening
key stakeholders in the community to come together to start the discussion around student mental health, address the
gaps in services for students and their families in south Santa Barbara County, and increase communication, awareness,
and collaboration. Organizations engaged in the discussion include the Santa Barbara and Carpinteria Unified School
Districts, Santa Barbara City College, Westmont College, UCSB, Law Enforcement, Santa Barbara County Department
of Behavioral Wellness, Cottage Hospital, and multiple organizations working with youth and providing programming
on school campuses. Recently, the YMW Coalition received a grant from the Cottage Behavioral Health Initiative, with
the Mental Wellness Center acting as the fiscal sponsor. The YWC Coalition is forming sub-committees to look at both
short- and long-term strategic goals. There are opportunities for parents, businesses, and community members to get
involved and support this very important community work.

Volunteer Opportunities

Help dig out from the Montecito mudslide. Join the Santa Barbara Bucket Brigade. www.santabarbarabucketbrigade.
org. Must be over 18.
If you have volunteer opportunities you would like to have listed in the Philanthropy Corner, please
contact Jenn Duffy at (805) 963-0755 or JDuffy@fmam.com.
March 2018
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AHA! serves over 3,000 local youth a year through in-school and out-of-school programming.

AH a!
Attitude. Harmony. Achievement.

AHA! believes in a world where every teen can feel safe, seen,
celebrated, and emotionally connected. We equip teenagers
and educators with social and emotional intelligence to dismantle
apathy, prevent despair, and interrupt hate-based behavior.
By inspiring teens and adults to joyfully lead with courage
and kindness, AHA! transforms schools and communities into
welcoming, nourishing, expressive, and inclusive spaces where
youth and adults work together for the highest good.

70% of participants report positive changes in 10 or more problematic areas of their lives
after completing an AHA! program.
Please join us in Rising Together
In partnership with the Foundation for SBCC, AHA! is
producing a transformative event, Rising Together, the
morning of April 21, 2018. Multiple agencies will collaborate
to create a human art sculpture of a phoenix rising! The
entire community is invited to join by registering at
ahapeacebuilders.com.

RISING TOGETHER

The AHA! Peace Builders Initiative continues to thrive at three Santa Barbara high schools
and is now offered to students at four junior high schools. Students learn nonviolent
approaches to communication and develop emotional intelligence and empathy, equipping them
to act as agents of peace on their campuses and to partner with their schools to promote peer
mediation, student mental/emotional wellness and Restorative Approaches to discipline.

AH a!
TM

Sing It Out

This musical extravaganza, showcasing AHA!’s transformational
work with young people, will take place on Sunday, April 29,
2018, in the historic Lobero Theatre in downtown Santa
Barbara. A dozen teens will give the breakthrough performance
of a lifetime, backed by phenomenal rock ‘n roll band Tina
Schlieske and the Graceland Exiles with Sister Laura. You won’t
want to miss it!
Purchase tickets at www.lobero.org/events/aha-sing-it-out.

AHA!
1209 De La Vina Street, Suite A Santa Barbara, CA 93101
www.ahasb.org 805.770.7200
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The YMW Coalition is a community collaborative focused
on early intervention, prevention and education in order to
connect youth, ages 12-26, and their families to mental
wellness resources and support before the crisis.
suicide is the
leading cause of death among
year olds
50% of mental disorders begin
before the age of 14.

depression • anxiety • adhd • ocd

Remove the stigma. Mental health disorders are not the result of personal weakness, poor upbringing, or lack of character.

Support youth by encouraging them to ask for help when they need it. Support parents by showing empathy, not judgement.

Mental Wellness Center is YMW Coalition fiscal sponsor • Rachael Steidl, YWC Coalition Chair • YouthMentalWellness.org
March 2018
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Appellate Brief

2017 Appellate
Review on Review
By Herb Fox

O

ne of the delights and challenges of the practice of
law is the unceasing change brought about by new
case law and legislation. Not even appellate law is
static. The only constant is change, as seen from this sampling of significant judicial and legislative developments
of 2017.

Erroneous Failure to Issue a Statement of
Decision is Not Reversible Error Per Se

important, statements of
decision serve as the appellate court’s “touchstone
to determine whether or
not the trial court’s decision is supported by the
facts and the law.” (Slavin
v. Borinstein (1994) 25 Cal.
App.4th 713).
And, the waiver of the
right to a statement of
decision (or the failure to
properly object) leads to
the appellate presumption
Herb Fox
that the trial court made
all findings necessary to
affirm the judgment. In other words, it is a waiver of the
argument that the failure to issue the statement of decision
was prejudicial (Cal. Civ. Proc. §634).
Thus, notwithstanding the clarification that the erroneous failure to issue a statement of decision is not reversible
error per se, the standard of care for statements of decision
remains the same in bench trials: don’t leave court without
one!

In late 2017, the California Supreme Court finally answered the question that kept appellate practitioners awake
in the wee hours of the morning: is it reversible error per se
when a trial court disregards its statutory duty to issue a
statement of decision explaining the
factual and legal basis for a judgment
after a bench trial?
One of the most frequently Trial Court Has No
And the answer is: no. The erDiscretion to Deny
asked
questions
by
roneous failure to issue a statement
Appellant’s Right to a Settled
of decision is, like most other errors, appellants is whether they
Statement
subject to harmless error review for
Settled statements are most often
prejudice. In F.P. v. Monier (2017) 3 have the right to disqualify
used by pro per litigants who did not,
Cal.5 th 1099, the Supreme Court
for whatever reason, secure a court
the
trial
judge
if
they
win
exhaustively surveyed the historical
reporter or cannot afford a transcript.
statutory requirement that a trial an appeal and remand for
A settled statement is essentially a
court explain the legal and factual
summary of the trial proceedings
further
proceedings.
basis for its judgment upon timely
that includes comments by the trial
request (Civ. Proc. §632), and the state
judge and opposing counsel.
Constitutional standard that prohibPrior to 2018, if there was no
its an appellate court from reversing a trial court decision
court reporter transcribing the proceedings, or where the
unless it finds that the error resulted in a miscarriage of
appellant was unable to afford to pay for a transcript, the
justice (Cal. Const., Art. VI, §13). The high court concluded
appellant was authorized to file a motion in the trial court
that the erroneous failure of a trial court to issue a statement
seeking the right to proceed by a settled statement. (See Cal.
of decision is not, alone, the basis for reversal unless that
Rule of Court 8.137 prior to the 2017 amendment.)
error is prejudicial.
Late last year, in Rhue v. Superior Court (2017) 17 Cal.
The decision does not undermine the appellate imporApp.5th 892, the Court of Appeal affirmed that, because of
tance of perfecting your client’s right to a statement of decia litigant’s right to appeal and the court’s duty to provide
sion, however. Statements of decision allow the trial court
a full record, a trial court was without discretion to deny a
to correct errors and omissions in the tentative decision and
motion to proceed by settled statement. In Rhue, the trial
helps focus issues for post-trial motions (Miramar Hotel Corp.
court had denied the motion for a settled statement, finding
v. Frank B. Hall & Co. (1985) 163 Cal.App.3d 1126).) Equally
that it was not necessary, and that it would be for the court
16
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to “reconstruct” the hearing. The Court of Appeal found
that a trial court abuses its discretion where the denial of a
settled statement effectively denies the appellant the right
to review.
Rule of Court 8.137 was amended last year, streamlining the procedure for obtaining a settled statement and
eliminating the need for the appellant to proceed by motion
where the proceedings were not reported or the appellant
had a fee waiver. As a result, the impact of Rhue is somewhat lessened. Under other circumstances, the appellant
still needs to proceed by motion.
For represented parties, the settled statement procedure
is usually not cost-effective, because the cost of preparing
and litigating the contents of the settled statement can easily
exceed the cost of having had a court reporter, or paying
for a transcript in the first place.

Ghitterman, continued from page 8
Aid Foundation. He was a huge believer in the right of
everyone to have access to competent legal representation.
While these comments scratch the surface of my dad’s
impact on the community, I’m unable to express, in such a
short opportunity, the profound impact he had on my life
and on my career as an attorney. He taught me to think
beyond myself, to fight for justice, to protect the defenseless against powerful interests, to care for others, to be a
positive role model for my sons and a good husband to my
wife. He led by example and, hopefully, I’ll assume that
mantle to honor him. I love my dad and I will miss him.

No Disqualification of the Trial Judge After
Reversal of an Interlocutory Order
One of the most frequently asked questions by appellants
is whether they have the right to disqualify the trial judge
if they win an appeal and remand for further proceedings.
The answer depends on the procedural status of the case.
Reversal of an interlocutory order does not allow the prevailing appellant the use of a second peremptory disqualification on remand, because Code of Civil Procedure Section
170.6 (“Section 170.6”) provides for a second, post-appeal
disqualification only upon reversal of a final judgment.
So explained the Court of Appeal in a case decided in
late December 2016 (McNair v. Superior Court (2016) 6 Cal.
App.5th 1227). There, a defendant exercised its right to a
Section 170.6 disqualification, and thereafter appealed an
order denying its anti-SLAPP motion. Upon remand after
partially winning that appeal, the defendant attempted
to disqualify the trial court a second time, which the trial
court allowed.
But the plaintiff sought and won a writ petition. The
Court of Appeal found that, by its own terms, Section 170.6
can only be used a second time upon reversal of a final judgment, and not upon reversal of an appealable order. The
Court of Appeal reiterated, however, that if the defendant
had not earlier used its peremptory disqualification right,
it would have been able to exercise it upon remand after
the anti-SLAPP appeal.

Lawyer Referral Service
805.569.9400
Santa Barbara County’s ONLY State
Bar Certified Lawyer Referral Service
A Public Service of the Santa Barbara
County Bar Association

Herb Fox is a certified appellate law specialist with over 30 years
of experience. He handles civil appeals and writs and consults with
trial attorneys on appellate issues throughout California from his
Santa Barbara and Los Angeles offices. Herb can be reached at
HFox@FoxAppeals.com or at 805-899-4777.
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Judge James E. Herman, Samantha Baldwin, Jeff Chambliss and Carrie
Topliffe

Laura Dewey, Betty Jeppesen, Lida Sideris

SBWL’s Annual Dinner
Kuldeep Kaur and
Simar Gulati

Danielle De Smeth,
Janean Daniels

Judge Michael Carrozzo , Judge
George Eskin (ret.)
Elizabeth Diaz, Supervisor
Janet Wolf

Zahra Nahar Moore, Monique Fierro, Teresa Martinez, Renee Fairbanks, Dana Cohn
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Cassandra Glanville, Lauren Joyce, Morgan Nix,
Judge Donna Geck

1

Mediation ServiceS

1

R.A. Carrington, Esq. and Victoria Lindenauer, Esq.
Mr. Carrington and Ms. Lindenauer have conducted over 3,000 mediations,
300 arbitrations and have been discovery referees in multiple complex
matters. Mr. Carrington (ABOTA Member) has been a full-time mediator
since 1999 and Ms. Lindenauer has been mediating since 2011. Their
professional association as of 2017 reflects their jointly held commitment to
the values of tenacity, creativity, and the highest ethical standards applied to
the resolution of every dispute.

Serving Los Angeles, Orange, Ventura, Santa Barbara,
San Luis Obispo, and Kern Counties

Contact R.A.:
(805) 565-1487

Contact Victoria:
(805) 730-1959

ratc@cox.net

lindenauer_mediation@cox.net

www.californianeutrals.org/ra-carrington
www.lindenauermediation.com
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Feature
The National Task Force on Lawyer
Well-Being Part Two

What Stakeholders Need to
Consider to Improve WellBeing in the Legal Profession
By Robin Oaks

I

n this second article on well-being in the legal profession, I will outline the recommendations for “individual stakeholders” that the National Task Force
members provided in their report issued this past fall (the
“Report”).1 In the wake of the recent environmental disasters, we all have been jolted by the reality that change
is sometimes devastating and powerful. Our community
is still feeling the shock waves of emotions and physical
effects rippling through all aspects of life, individually and
collectively. The direct or secondary stressors and resulting
trauma from the natural disaster have made evident how
well our coping and adaptation skills serve us as we respond
to a disturbed landscape, both externally and internally. So,
too, the terrain of our legal profession is rapidly changing,
creating the need for us to adapt, respond effectively to,
and prepare for the range of demands and stressors we face.
I outlined in the first installment of this article in the February issue2 how the Report on well-being cited credible
evidence showing that the legal profession is facing a time
of crisis, with erosion of public confidence, new methods
evolving for delivering legal services, and high “levels of
toxicity that has allowed mental health and substance
use disorders to fester among our colleagues.” However,
the Report does not merely dwell upon the symptoms of
distress in our profession. It instead sets out an impressive
array of carefully-crafted steps that we can take individually
to strengthen our resilience and foster leadership skills that
will create sustainability of the legal profession as a whole.
The Task Force urges us to recognize that “collectively,
small steps can lead to transformative cultural change in a
profession that has always been, and will remain, demanding.” “These small steps can start the process necessary to
place health, resilience, self-care, and helping others at the
forefront of what it means to be a lawyer.” Our expectation
of what constitutes competence must by necessity incorporate healthy mind-body practices, encourage resilience
skills, and foster environments of diversity, networks and
inter-connection, along with awareness of creating emotional, physical and cognitive sustainability.
20

The focus is not solely
on wellness or the absence
of disease in our profession. “Well-being is a continuous process whereby
lawyers seek to thrive
in each of the following
areas: emotional health,
occupational pursuits,
creative or intellectual
endeavors, sense of spirituality or greater purpose
in life, physical health, and
social connections with
Robin Oaks
others.” Staff and legal
support employees who
are an integral part of our legal community must similarly
be included in steps to foster well-being.
Because I cannot summarize fully all of the rich and
evidence-based recommendations and research cited, I
strongly urge the reader to review the Report itself for the
multitude of ideas, resources, worksheets, and research on
this subject.
The Task Force has set forth recommendations for individual stakeholders that I am summarizing under the following three headings: 1) Acknowledge that commitment
and taking responsibility are necessary; 2) Act to change
mindsets and consider well-being essential for competence;
and 3) Awareness and skill-building through education and
learning opportunities.

1. Acknowledge that Commitment and Taking
Responsibility Are Necessary
The National Task Force asks us to consider the Report
as a “launchpad” for creating action plans and implementing awareness training at all levels. “Leaders can create and
support change through their own demonstrated commitment to core values and well-being in their own lives and
by supporting others in doing the same.”
One of the recommendations made by the Task Force
is to stress the importance of supporting “civility and
respectful treatment in the legal profession.” The Report
notes, “A recent study of over 6,000 lawyers found that
lawyers did not generally have a positive view of lawyer
or judge professionalism. There is evidence showing that
women lawyers are more frequent targets of incivility and
harassment. Legal-industry commentators offer a host of
hypotheses to explain the decline in civility. Rather than
continuing to puzzle over the causes, we acknowledge the
complexity of the problem and invite further thinking on
Santa Barbara Lawyer
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how to address it.”3 Significantly, business scholars contend
Creative and analytic problem-solving, persuasive and
that emotional intelligence, mindfulness, empathy and comcomplex communication abilities, and focused, sustained
passion, negotiation skills, and team-building strategies are
energy are considered skills necessary for our professional
important leadership qualities and skills for adapting and
competence. Yet we talk about being “crazy busy,” “wired
succeeding in modern and changing times.
and tired,” and having a “overwhelming-multi-tasking-24/7The Report lists the following headings as a roadmap to
high-stimulus-lifestyle,” which reflects an internal perpetual
foster well-being: 1) Facilitate, destigmatize, and encourage
battle with time and relentless non-stop thinking. Our
help-seeking behaviors; 2) Build relationships with lawbrains are being wired to be distracted, and there is little
yer well-being experts; 3) Partner with lawyer assistance
space for rest or renewal. This imbalance leads to sympaprograms; 4) Consult lawyer well-being committees and
thetic nervous system dominance and emotional, physical,
other types of well-being experts; 5) Foster collegiality and
and mental symptoms in the form of fatigue, distraction,
respectful engagement throughout
neck and back pain, anxiety and
the profession; 6) Promote diversity
depression, weight and digestive isand inclusivity; 7) Create meaning- [L]egal professionals
sues, and substance abuse or other
ful mentoring and sponsorship proaddictions.
grams; 8) Enhance lawyers’ sense should receive training in
It is sometimes only when sympof control; 9) Provide high-quality identifying, addressing,
toms are so severe that they ineducational programs and materiterfere with daily functioning,
and
supporting
fellow
als about lawyer well-being; 10)
relationships fall apart, or disease
Guide and support the transition
occurs that people are prompted
professionals who may be
of older lawyers; 11) De-emphasize
to look for answers. As a model
alcohol at social events; 12) Use experiencing mental health
for the legal profession, the Remonitoring to support recovery
port describes the military’s “Real
from substance-use disorders; 13) and substance use challenges. Warrior” mental health campaign
Begin a dialogue about suicide prebecause it seeks to “re-frame helpvention; and 14) Support a lawyer
seeking as a sign of strength that is
well-being index to measure the profession’s progress.
important to resilience.” 4
I once wrote a chapter in a textbook about the cultural
2. Act to Change Mindsets and Consider Wellconsiderations in understanding sexual harassment preBeing as Essential for Competence
vention, and as a workplace mediator, I have learned how
Competence needs to encompass an assessment of how
culture as a system affects people’s perceptions, mindsets
healthy our work environments are and what will conand behaviors. 5 Prioritizing well-being will require a paradigm shift in our culture’s norms and values. The Report
tribute to enhancing well-being in our legal community.
explains, “A significant contributor to well-being is a sense
Just as the mediation model of resolving conflicts is based
of organizational belongingness, which has been defined
on understanding and bringing to awareness how human
as feeling personally accepted, respected, included, and
needs and interests are essential factors for crafting lasting
supported by others.”
resolutions, so too should competence in the legal profesConsequently, it also follows that priorities for creating
sion include assessing and fostering the well-being and
a culture of well-being should include actions to increase
health of its members.
diversity and inclusion. Research suggests that conditions
What is being asked of us is a change in mindset. “Change
contributing to lawyer happiness include such factors as:
will require a wide-eyed and candid assessment of our
1) autonomy; 2) purpose, meaning, contribution; and 3)
members’ state of being, accompanied by courageous
connection and relationships. The Task Force recommends
commitment to re-envisioning what it means to live the
that “all stakeholders consider how longstanding structures
life of a lawyer.” Acknowledging that our profession, or we
of the legal system, organizational norms, and embedded
ourselves, may need help is not easy to do. The antidote
expectations might be modified to enhance lawyers’ sense
is not to build bigger walls of isolation or denial, or frame
of control and support a healthier lifestyle.”
the problem as caused only by “others,” but to recognize
we are all interconnected and can craft creative solutions
collaboratively to cope with the real demands and stressors
of our profession.
Continued on page 24
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2018 Bench &
Bar Conference

Bret Stone discussing green
building issues

Bench & Bar Conference Chair Larry Conlan

Mayor of Imperial Beach, Serge Dedina

Judge Frank Ochoa (ret.), Judge George Eskin (ret.), Emily and Serge Dedina

Kim Kimbell (center) moderating Climate Change panel
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Judge James Herman

Francine Tone discussing Trust & Ethical Issues

Larry Conlan

Judge Frank Ochoa (ret.)

Andrew Dieden on Addiction & Denial

Judge Thomas Anderle

MyCase representatives Angie Hottinger and
Patrick Gudmundson with Steve Balash
March 2018

John Troxel and Jill Jackman Sadler on
E-Discovery & Data Presentation

Betty L. Jeppesen
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Oaks, continued from page 21
3. Awareness and Skill Building Through
Education and Learning Opportunities
The Report urges stakeholders to support training and
raise awareness about a variety of well-being topics. Additionally, legal professionals should receive training in
identifying, addressing, and supporting fellow professionals who may be experiencing mental health and substance
use challenges.
The Task Force provides the following list of topics that
have empirical support and importance for understanding
and enhancing well-being, as well as coping with the stressors that affect our emotional, mental and physical balance:
1) Work engagement vs. burnout; 2) Stress; 3) Resilience and
optimism; 4) Substance use and mental health disorders;
5) Rejuvenation periods to recover from stress; 6) Physical
activity; 7) Leader development and training; 8) Control and
autonomy; 9) Conflict management; 10) Work-life conflict;
11) Meaning and purpose; and 12) Mindfulness meditation.
Each of these topics is explored more fully in the Report.
Additional topics to consider for continuing education
credit include: psychological capital (optimism, self-efficacy,
hope, and resilience); psychological hardiness (commitment, control, and challenge); stress mindset; growth mindset; grit; effort-reward balance; transformational leadership;
self-determination theory; strengths-based management;
emotional intelligence; organizational fairness; nutrition;
and interpersonal and political skills.
I recently joined forces with a local clinical psychologist who coaches and teaches mindfulness and resilience
strategies for professionals, and provided a presentation
to a local legal association on “managing stress, improving productivity, and enhancing focus.” Based on the large
crowd that chose our workshop over other topics to attend
at that event, it was evident that there is a strong interest
in learning ways to cope with the challenges of working in
the field of law. Many attendees nodded in agreement as I
listed the top ten symptoms of burnout and health issues
common for those who work in stressful, mind-focused,
time-pressured work environments. It was both rewarding
and a testament to the effectiveness of engaging in renewing mind-body practices, to experience how, after we all
practiced just a few minutes of mindfulness and breathing
exercises, there was a palpable shift in the feeling in the
room. Not only myself but many of the participants quickly
transformed their varying degrees of emotional, physical or
mental tension to a more relaxed, alert, and present state.
The third and final installment of this article will include
recommendations by the Task Force for identified groups
24

of stakeholders, including bar associations, law schools,
law firms, and the judiciary. For now, I will leave you with
sage analysis from a famous jurist and peacemaker. I invite
you to consider what steps you are willing to take to shape
the destiny of our legal community and contribute to the
well-being of its members.
“Your beliefs become your thoughts,
Your thoughts become your words,
Your words become your actions,
Your actions become your habits,
Your habits become your values,
Your values become your destiny.”
- Mahatma Gandhi
Robin Oaks has been an attorney for over thirty years, and for
over twenty years has focused her legal practice exclusively on
conducting workplace investigations and providing conflict resolution services for public and private sector clients. She has studied
a wide range of mind-body techniques and healing arts geared
toward fostering health and well-being and helping professionals
thrive personally and professionally. In addition to her work as a
workplace investigator, mediator, well-being coach, and instructor
of how to conduct investigations and prevent discrimination, she
also offers work environment climate assessments, and witness
preparation stress-reduction support. Contact her at: Robin@
RobinOaks.com or 805-685-6773.
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Criminal Justice

Parallel
Construction Is
Perjury
By Robert Sanger1

I

n the August 2014, Criminal Justice column of the
Santa Barbara Lawyer Magazine (the “Criminal Justice Column”), I wrote about “parallel construction,”
the official United States Government’s policy of lying
about illegal sources of information and then constructing
a false “legal” version of how they might have found the
evidence.2 I made the point in 2014 that, when testified to
by government agents, parallel construction is perjury. It
turns out that the practice is still being condoned within
government and police agencies (I would say “law enforcement” but that begs the question) and is still being defended
in court by government lawyers.
This “parallel construction” persists at a time when there
is every reason to question the wisdom of secret government behavior. Without reviewing the history of the federal
administration over the last year, (history it is and will be,
despite tweets or surrogate spinning to the contrary,) the
retraction of transparency in government and administrative
intrigue behind closed doors is stunning. This all while the
movie The Post3 reminds us of how secret government can
manipulate the governed. Whatever any of us thinks about
the national politics of the last year and the documented
lack of transparency, lawyers in particular should have
concern about secret government behavior.
However, in this month’s Criminal Justice column, we are
not talking about the larger political efforts to conceal information from the people of the United States. Instead, we
will talk about the continued, documented, and defended
practices of violating the rights of privacy of Americans and
then using the results of those violations to prosecute people
who are targeted or who just got in the way. Moreover,
we will look at the continued government justification for
committing perjury by concealing the true illegal source of
information by testifying to some other plausible, but false,
explanation of how the evidence was obtained.

It Is Perjury
“Parallel construction” was first reported in a Reuters
story in August 2013,4 followed by a New York Times
March 2018

article in September of
2013.5 The Criminal Justice
Column came after the
Federal Drug Enforcement
Agency (“DEA”) revealed a
full PowerPoint presentation that instructed agents
and police on “parallel
construction.” The column made the point that
the training associated
with that PowerPoint was
proposing fraud and the
crimes of false statements
Robert Sanger
and, ultimately, perjury.
As said then:
“It is simply a way of lying to the courts, the public and,
in criminal prosecutions, to defense counsel. Were anyone
to do this in, say, a business transaction, they could be
prosecuted for fraud on the basis of material misrepresentations and omissions. If the misrepresentations were made
to a government official (as they are regularly under this
program), they could be prosecuted for lying to a federal
official under Title 18, United States Code Section 1001. If
the misrepresentations were made under oath (as they are
regularly in search and arrest warrant affidavits) they could
be prosecuted for perjury, 18 U.S.C. Section1621. In addition, this is a typical ‘scheme’ that could be prosecuted as
an obstruction of justice under 18 U.S.C. Sections 1505 et
seq. and a conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. Section 371.”
By 2015, scholarly journals started to produce commentary on this type of secret government behavior. Among
those that were well researched, some were more sympathetic to the government’s need for secret surveillance and
the propriety of sharing it secretly with police in domestic
prosecutions,6 and others were more critical and made
the point that the National Security Agency (“NSA”), the
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (“FISA”), and the FISA
Courts “are developing a body of secret law. They have developed precedent that no lawyer can research, understand,
and criticize because it is secret law.”7 One point made is
that it may be possible for the history of an investigation
to be concealed without lying or committing perjury. That
is, rather than parallel construction, it is simply beginning
the story where the police officers actually had probable
cause and then demonstrating how that probable cause led
to the discovery of the relevant evidence.
The problem remains that, if the original information was
gathered by illegal means, under the Constitution and Wong
Sun v. United States (1963) 371 U.S. 471, the development of
25
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probable cause and the subsequent obtaining of evidence
may still have been the fruits of the poisonous tree. And, I
would submit, the bigger problem is that it is too easy for
government agents to tell the story in a way that the original
illegal activity was superseded by some real, exaggerated
or imagined intervening lawful probable cause. The latter,
of course, is parallel construction.

Is facilitated by prosecution tactics for resisting defense
attorneys’ efforts to find out how the cases against their
clients truly originated, including prosecution claims that
agencies such as the NSA are not part of the prosecution
‘team’ and that prosecutors therefore are not required to find
out if such agencies were involved in the investigation.”9

It Is Still Happening

The Original Information Is Obtained Illegally
or Legally but not for the Purpose Intended

One would think that this has been resolved – but it has
not. According to a January 9, 2018 report,8 Human Rights
Watch investigated cases involving parallel construction
from April 2016 to October 2017. They used “interviews,
court records, documents disclosed by the government,
and media reports.” Their conclusions regarding current
practices are that “parallel construction”:
“Is a technique that, the evidence suggests, is employed
frequently and possibly even daily;
Has roots in strained and untested government interpretations of US Supreme Court and other cases—cases that,
in fact, have never explicitly provided license for officials
to deliberately avoid telling defendants the truth about
investigative methods in order to conceal practices that
might raise legal concerns;
May be employed by a range of federal agencies responsible for investigating suspected violations of criminal and
immigration law;
In particular, is employed by a part of the Drug Enforcement Administration (‘DEA’) known as the Special Operations Division (‘SOD’), at least part of which has been
nicknamed ‘the Dark Side’ and which the evidence suggests
is responsible for passing tips to various law enforcement
bodies with the expectation that those tips will not be
revealed in court;
Regularly relies on pretextual stops and searches of
vehicles—an exercise of police powers that is sometimes
known as a “wall stop” or “whisper stop” and that risks
becoming unlawfully coercive;
May also rely on other tactics, such as attempts to find
incriminating evidence by obtaining a suspect’s consent
to a search of his or her person or belongings, requests
for call records (which do not require a warrant under US
law), closed proceedings under the Classified Information
Procedures Act, or the use of less-controversial intelligence
surveillance methods to conceal more controversial forms;
Is at least sometimes used in investigations involving
relatively minor offenses;
Prevents courts from providing oversight over surveillance and other investigative methods, and therefore from
deterring law enforcement misconduct; and

The techniques for violating individual rights of privacy
are certainly out there, available to, and being used by the
government. There is no room here to chronicle all of them,
let alone discuss them at length. Suffice it to say that the
United States Navy migrated a computer system to the FBI
in the late 1990s which was named “Omnivore.” After some
bad publicity, it was renamed “Carnivore” and word is it
has migrated to a new platform with an undisclosed name.
It is a software and hardware combination that reviews
all emails through an internet service provider and uses
several stages of filtering to deliver suspicious messages
to live agents. The National Security Agency (“NSA”) said
last year that it would limit use of its FISA authority to do
some of the “sifting” of emails under its program, but it is
not clear what other agencies are doing or, in fact, what
the NSA is actually doing.10
Another program is called “Stingray,” referring to a name
brand cell-site simulator. This program has been used by
state and local police and federal agents to redirect cell
phone signals to a government cell site. The sites are
mobile and can roam in designated geographical areas
to obtain not only cellular communications but GPS and
other information stored on thousands of cellular devices
at the same time. Although the federal government now
officially instructs its agents to obtain a search warrant, the
devices can be used illegally by federal agencies, and state
and local police are not bound by the federal policy. If the
information is obtained without a warrant, it is similar to a
warrantless wiretap, except so much more information can
be obtained, all without the knowledge of the individuals
using or associated with the cell phone.
In 2017, the United States Supreme Court granted certiorari in Carpenter v. United States, No. 16-402.11 This case
involves the government obtaining cell phone records
including cell tower location data as business records
from cell service providers.12 The facts do not involve
Stingrays or related devices but, depending on the nature
and scope of the Court’s ruling, Carpenter could encompass the warrantless capturing of data by means of such
devices. There is some hope for a sweeping decision that
would prohibit Stingrays, since the Court ruled twice
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in recent years against warrantless law enforcement
technological intrusion.13 Of course, even – or especially
– if a warrant is required, a warrantless use of Stingray
technology could be covered up by parallel construction.
There is also potential for abuse by parallel construction
where the initial information comes from the National Security Administration (“NSA”) or the FBI through the use of
the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act. According to the
official statement of the Office of the Director of National
Intelligence, the NSA collected over 151 million call detail
records of Americans during the calendar year 2016, even
though it had obtained warrants from the FISA court to
investigate only 42 people suspected of having ties to terrorism. Again, there is reason to think this is only the very
large tip of an even larger iceberg resulting in information
that was obtained without a warrant or was obtained for
one purpose and used for another.
The Human Rights Watch report14 indicates that their
researchers interviewed a prosecutor from the DEA, Special Operations Division (“SOD”), who claimed that the
agency is called by its members “The Dark Side,” replete
with special pins with their agency logo and Darth Vader
superimposed. The former prosecutor indicated that the
“Dark Side” included members of the CIA, NSA, and
Defense Department. The Human Rights Watch sources
in their 2016-2017 study, “consistently describe the SOD
as distributing tips to other agencies, subject to a mutual
understanding that the tips will not be revealed in court
proceedings. Typically, the division does not disclose the
original source of its knowledge, even to other law enforcement officers or prosecutors.”15
This confidential information continues to be “whispered” by the DEA and other agencies to members of
other federal or state agencies. State and local police feel
they are still under an agreement not to disclose the source
of the information. They then go out and try to construct
parallel facts to give them probable cause for a warrant, a
stop and frisk, or a traffic stop. Of course, the only reason
they are looking for a particular individual is because of
this “whisper,” but they have agreed to lie and withhold
information to “wall off” the original source. Hence, they
are called “whisper stops,” “wall stops,” or “hand-offs.”

Conclusion

were allowing the government to do in those times of real
or perceived crisis. Think of the Alien and Sedition Laws,
Japanese internment, and the McCarthy hearings. We usually regain our senses and even belatedly apologize (albeit
decades later). But seldom has our nation confronted the
confluence of so many philosophically-challenged agendas
from within our own government while facing threats
from outside.
However, even if we take a more benign view of the
current administration, remember what Justice Louis
Brandeis said of wiretapping in 1928: “Men born to freedom are naturally alert to repel invasion of their liberty by
evil-minded rulers. The greatest dangers to liberty lurk in
insidious encroachment by men of zeal, well-meaning but
without understanding.”16
Robert Sanger is a Certified Criminal Law Specialist (The St. Bar
of Cal. Bd. of Legal Specialization) and has been practicing as a
criminal defense lawyer in Santa Barbara for over 40 years. He
is a partner in the firm of Sanger Swysen & Dunkle.

Endnotes
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2
3
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5
6
7
8
9
10
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We cannot allow the deprivation of rights and the invasion of privacy to continue without serious resistance.
There is the tendency to say that we have nothing to hide
and, after all, the government needs to go after terrorists.
But there have been many periods in our history when we
faced peril and, yes, we temporarily lost sight of what we
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Verdicts & Decisions
Sotelo v. Holland
SANTA BARBARA SUPERIOR COURT, ANACAPA DIVISION
Case Number: 		1439995
Type of Case: 		Personal Injury/MVC/Rear-End Collision
Type of Proceeding: 		Jury Trial
Judge: 		Colleen Sterne, Dept. 5
Length of Trial: 		12 Court Days
Length of Deliberations:
1 ½ days
Date of Verdict/Decision:
Monday Sept. 25, 2017
Plaintiff (full name(s)):
Maricela Sotelo
Plaintiff’s Counsel: 		John B. Richards of the Law Office of John B. Richards (Co-Counsel)
		Glenn Guenard of Guenard & Bozarth, LLP (Co-Counsel)
Defendant (full name(s)):
Brooke Holland and Julia Holland
Defendant’s Counsel:
Benjamin Engle and Dan Carobini of Engle Carobini & Coats LLP
Insurance Carrier: 		Farmers Insurance
Experts (names and specialties):
Plaintiff’s Retained Experts:
		Richard Kahmann, M.D., Orthopedic Surgeon
		Philip Lewis, Ph.D., Vocational Rehabilitation
		Mark Schniepp, Ph.D., Economist
Defendants’ Retained Experts:
Cary Alberstone, M.D., Neurosurgeon				
Gene Bruno, Vocational Rehabilitation
		Jennie McNulty, M.S., Economist
Overview of Case: Plaintiff Maricela Sotelo’s (“Plaintiff’s”) car was rear-ended by defendant Brooke Holland’s vehicle at
the intersection of Victoria Street and Santa Barbara Street on February 12, 2013, causing less than one-thousand dollars
in damage to the rear bumper. As a result, Plaintiff suffered neck and back injuries. Plaintiff’s neck injury resolved but her
back injury did not. On June 14, 2013 plaintiff ran a stop sign and was broadsided on her driver’s side door by a SUV. In
June 2014, Dr. Richard Kahmann recommended that Plaintiff undergo back surgery. Counsel for Plaintiff served a Code of
Civil Procedure section 998 offer, in the amount of the $100,000 Farmers Insurance policy limit, along with Dr. Kahmann’s
recommendation to Plaintiff regarding back surgery. Farmers Insurance refused/declined to accept the C.C.P. section 998
offer. Plaintiff continued her usual and customary work as a Certified Nursing Assistant at two different facilities, working
sixty to eighty hours per week during the two years between the accident date and the date she had her low back surgery.
On February 15, 2015 plaintiff fell from an exam table at her doctor’s office and sustained injuries. Plaintiff underwent
low back decompression surgery in April 2015, and was off of work for 10 months. Plaintiff continues to suffer from low
back pain after returning to work. The evidence revealed that Plaintiff took 90 pain pills a month, due to her chronic low
back pain. Prior to this incident, Plaintiff had no neck or low back injuries or treatment of any kind.
Facts and Contentions: Plaintiff contended that her low back injury was caused by the subject motor vehicle collision
and that all of her resulting medical care was reasonable and necessary.
Defendants argued that: (1) Plaintiff’s low back surgery was caused by Plaintiff’s pre-accident physical condition (i.e.,
a congenital defect of her spine which caused severe stenosis of the spine and severe degenerative disc disease); 2) the
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minor rear-end accident was not a substantial factor in causing Plaintiff’s low back injury; 3) the subsequent motor vehicle
collision also caused or contributed to injury to Plaintiff’s neck and low back; and 4) the subsequent fall from the doctor’s
exam table also caused or contributed to the injury to Plaintiff’s low back.
Summary of Claimed Damages:
Past Medical Billing On A Lien			
Past Lost Income			
Future Lost Income			
Past/Future P&S (Noneconomic Damages)
Total Damages Claim			

~$51,000.00
~$45,000.00
$507,000.00
$500,000.00 to $1.5 million
~$1,103,000 to $2,103,000

Result:
The jury found in favor of Plaintiff, and made awards as follows:
Past Medical Expenses			
Past Lost Income			
Future Lost Income			
Noneconomic Damages			
TOTAL			

$20,552
$14,235
$76,544
$128,000
$239,331

This amount was reduced to $225,537.00, to adjust the award for future lost income to present value. Following the verdict, plaintiff sought prejudgment interest and an award of costs based on the insurer’s refusal to accept the 2014 statutory
settlement offer. Those claims were settled, with the insurer agreeing to pay an additional $106,463.00, ending in a total
result of $332,000.00 in favor of Plaintiff.

GRANT REQUESTS
The Santa Barbara County Bar Association provides grants to projects that further its Mission Statement (please
see page 4). Priority is given to requests where the funds will be used for the benefit of SBCBA members or
for the benefit of individuals within Santa Barbara County.
Requests for grants shall be made in writing addressed to the SBCBA (15 W. Carrillo Street, #106, Santa
Barbara CA, 93101) and include the following information:
Name of Requestor
Total Amount of Request
Reason for Request
Description of exactly how the requested funds will be used and whether said request is time-sensitive.
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The Litigation Section of the Santa Barbara
County Bar Association presents:

The SBCBA Presents:

A Talk With
Judge Colleen Sterne

THE INSIDE STORY:
Making and Opposing Summary
Judgment Motions

Speaker
The Honorable Judge Colleen Sterne

About the Event
Judge Sterne will speak briefly on how she sees her role
in conservatorship, probate, and trust matters, and how
we as attorneys can improve the process. If you have any
questions for Judge Sterne, please forward them to Mr.
Cote and he will pass them on to her so she can address
them during the talk.

When
April 12, 2018

Where

Presented by two of the Santa Barbara Superior Court’s
Research Attorneys, law professors David Nyssen and
Paul Larsen have designed a program to teach the latest
case and statutory developments in making and opposing motions for summary judgment/adjudication. Don’t
miss this opportunity to get the “inside track” on criteria
used to judge your dispositive motion battles. This program will include strategic considerations, timing factors,
evidentiary burdens on moving/opposing parties, and
judicial perspectives.

Speakers

Department 5
NO MCLE hours will be offered.

Price
NO FEE; PLEASE BRING YOUR OWN LUNCH AND
RESPECT COURT ETIQUETTE.

Contact Information/R.S.V.P. Connor Cote:
Connor@jfcotelaw.com

David Nyssen and Paul Larsen
David Nyssen is the Supervising Legal Research attorney
for the SB Superior Court, North County, and teaches
Criminal Law at the SB College of Law. Mr. Nyssen was
a Senior Judicial Staff Attorney for the Supreme Court of
CA from 1992 to 2007. Paul Larsen is a Legal Research
attorney with the SB Superior Court, South County, and
teaches Remedies and Legal Research at the SB College of
Law. Mr. Larsen’s 20-year LA law firm experience focused
on complex business litigation.

Date and Time
Saturday, March 24, 2018, 9 a.m. to 12 noon (3 hrs.)

THE OTHER BAR NOTICE

Location
Santa Barbara College of Law, Room 1, 20 E. Victoria St.

Reservations

Meets at noon on the first and third Tuesdays of

Reserve via email to Mark Coffin,
Chair of Litigation Section, by Friday, March 16, 2018, at:
mtc@markcoffinlaw.com

the month at 330 E. Carrillo St. We are a state-wide
network of recovering lawyers and judges dedicated

Cost and Payment

to assisting others within the profession who have

$30 to members/$35.00 to nonmembers. Law students
$10 – includes coffee & refreshments
Please mail checks by Thursday, March 23rd, payable to the
Santa Barbara Bar Association, to:
c/o Mark Coffin
LAW OFFICE OF MARK T. COFFIN
21 E. Carrillo Street, Suite 240
Santa Barbara, CA 93101

problems with alcohol or substance abuse. We
protect anonymity. To contact a local member go to
http://www.otherbar.org and choose Santa Barbara
in “Meetings” menu.

MCLE Credit
3 hours general credit (pending)
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Herb Fox, Esq.

Certified Appellate Law
Specialist*
A Full Service Appellate
Boutique

Appeals and Writs
Post-Trial and Anti-SLAPP Motions
Appellate Opinion Letters
Trial and Post-Trial Consultations

Your partner in
commercial
real estate.
•
•
•
•

805.899.4777

HFox@FoxAppeals.com
www.FoxAppeals.com

Property valuations
Property dispositions
Property acquisitions
Lease negotiations

Hourly, Flat and Contingency Fees Considered
Of Counsel, California Appellate Law Group (www.CalAppLaw.com)
Southern California Appellate Superlawyer©
AV© Rated / AVVO© Rating 10
*Board of Legal Specialization, Cal. State Bar

805.563.2111 • HayesCommercial.com
222 E Carrillo St, Suite 101, Santa Barbara, CA 93101
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to extremely harsh punishments as juveniles. In addition,
he clerked for a state agency responsible for protecting the
rights of individuals against abuses by condominium associations and developers. After law school, Mr. Fleshman
worked as a legal aid attorney serving low-income clients
in Alaska until relocating to Bakersfield in 2017.

Price, Postel & Parma LLP is
pleased to announce that Ryan
D. Zick has joined the firm as
an associate attorney. Mr. Zick’s
practice involves general business
litigation, real estate law, and
insolvency issues. Mr. Zick has
experience with complex corporate and consumer commercial
disputes, as well as diverse areas
of state and federal law including:
real property; securities; family;
environmental; land use; tax; corporate; and tort law. While
in law school, Mr. Zick completed judicial externships with
the Honorable Peter H. Carroll and the Honorable Robin
L. Riblet, United States Bankruptcy Judges for the Central
District of California. Prior to joining the firm, Mr. Zick
was a judicial law clerk to Judge Carroll. He received his
J.D. (with honors) in 2015 from the Santa Barbara School
of Law. He lives in Carpinteria with his wife and enjoys
running, hiking, non-fiction reading, and spending time
with his dog, Dexter. Mr. Zick is also the vice president of
the Carpinteria Education Foundation and a board member
of the Carpinteria Lions Club.

The law firm of Ghitterman,
Ghitterman & Feld is pleased to
announce that attorney Joshua
P. Fleshman has joined the
firm and will practice out of its
Bakersfield office. Mr. Fleshman
earned his law degree magna cum
laude from Florida State University College of Law. While in law
school, Mr. Fleshman helped represent children in the foster care
system and individuals sentenced
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Hollister & Brace is pleased to announce that Gisele M.
Goetz has joined the firm as a Principal and that Thomas
G. Thornton has become associated with the firm.
Ms. Goetz received her J.D cum laude from the University
of California Hastings in 1985
and brings 32 years of diverse experience to the firm. Her practice
has included advising individuals,
corporations, and partnerships
and handling disputes involving real property, insurance,
title insurance, environmental
issues, energy, oil and gas, water, employment and contract,
construction, trade secrets, and
shareholder and partnership issues. For the last five years, Ms.
Goetz has served as a mediator for a wide range of disputes including business, personal injury, landlord tenant,
oil and gas, real property, construction, and water issues.
She is on the mediation panels of the Ventura and Santa
Barbara Courts, the Conflict Resolution Institute, and the
California Association of Realtors. She is responsible for
developing Hollister & Brace’s Mediation Section. Ms.
Goetz also teaches Real Property law at the Ventura College
of Law and Negotiation as part of a Mediation Certification course through the Conflict
Resolution Institute. She also is a
guest lecturer on the alternative
dispute resolution process for a
CPA course at UCSB.
Mr. Thornton received his B.A.
in 2007 from Trinity College
Dublin in Ireland and his J.D. in
2011 from Rutgers University
School of Law in New Jersey.
Mr. Thornton is a member of
the California and New York
State bars. He assists clients in
the areas of business litigation, insurance coverage, real
property disputes, and real estate litigation. Mr. Thornton
Santa Barbara Lawyer

has particular expertise in appellate matters. Prior to joining
the firm, he clerked for Associate Justice Lamar Baker of
the California Court of Appeal in Los Angeles. Originally
from Ireland, Mr. Thornton now enjoys experiencing all
that Santa Barbara has to offer with his wife and two sons.

If you have news to report, the Santa Barbara Lawyer editorial
board invites you to “Make a Motion!” Send one to two paragraphs
for consideration by the editorial deadline to our Motions editor,
Mike Pasternak at pasterna@gmail.com.

Would you like to be published in the
Santa Barbara Lawyer?
Please email high-quality submissions
to JDuffy@fmam.com.
Deadline is the 5th of each month for
the following publication.

White, Zuckerman, Warsavsky,
Luna & Hunt, LLP offers much
more than accounting expertise. Our
creative ideas and new strategies
give our clients a competitive edge.
In family law, you need professionals
who can analyze financial situations
and provide unimpeachable analysis
and expert testimony. With decades
of experience, we are highly qualified
in all areas including:
Business & Professional Practice
Valuations

Certified Public
ACCOUNTANTS

Cash Flow Available for Support

Expert Witnesses

High Earner Child Support Situations

Forensic Accountants

Lifestyle Expense Analysis

Business Appraisers

Community/Separate Property
Balance Sheets

Marital Dissolution

Tax Effects of Divorce & Tax Planning

Lost Earnings & Profits

Asset Tracing

Wrongful Termination

Reimbursement & Misappropriation
Analyses

Fraud Investigation

Call us today so you can focus on
what’s important – your clients.
To attend our Santa Barbara Family Law
Study Group, e-mail llasseube@wzwlw.com.
There is no charge for the dinner or program
and you will receive one hour of MCLE credit.
Our two California locations include:
Los Angeles
818-981-4226

Orange County
949-219-9816

E-mail: expert@wzwlh.com
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LEGAL AID OF SANTA BARBARA COUNTY SEEKS EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Organizational Overview

The Legal Aid Foundation of Santa Barbara County(LAFSBC) provides civil legal aid in the areas of domestic violence and
elder abuse prevention, landlord/tenant law, guardianships and conservatorships, mortgage foreclosure, consumer protection,
and self-help legal clinics for residents of Santa Barbara County. LAFSBC staffs offices in the cities of Santa Barbara, Santa
Maria, and Lompoc. The administrative office is located in Santa Barbara.
LAFSBC is financially stable with a budget of between 1.3-1.5 million per year, 15 employees, and an active Board of Directors.

Position Summary

LAFSBC seeks an Executive Director (ED) with a deep commitment to equal access to justice and the provision of civil legal aid. The ED will communicate the vision and direction of LAFSBC and will lead staff and volunteers to ensure that low-income and other vulnerable people have access to
civil legal aid. The ED will serve as an advocate for LAFSBC with clients, the State Bar, the Judicial Council, the local courts, other public and private
funders, and with the larger legal and local communities. The ED’s responsibilities can be organized into two functional areas:
Leadership and Management
• The ED will ensure that LAFSBC has a long range strategy and work plan that achieves its mission and towards which it makes consistent and
timely progress.
• The ED will work with senior management to develop professional growth opportunities for staff and volunteers.
• The ED will maintain a positive and strong organization culture that helps attract and retain creative, competent, and committed staff.
• The ED will provide leadership in developing program, business, and financial plans with the Board of Directors and staff and will be responsible
for the implementation of those plans.
• The ED will maintain official records and documents and ensure compliance with federal, state and local rules and regulations.
• The ED will actively work with and engage LAFSBC’s Board of Directors.
• The ED will promote the interests of LAFSBC in meetings with stakeholders, public officials, funders and advocacy partners.
• The ED will be responsible for ensuring effective systems to evaluate programs and staff.
• The ED will communicate the LAFSBC vision – what the agency strives for, where it is going and motivate board members, staff, donors,
volunteers and the legal community at large to implement this vision.
• The ED will ensure that the Board of Directors is kept fully informed on the direction and financial status of LAFSBC
• The ED will represent the programs and positions of LAFSBC before agencies, other organizations, to the press and public.
Fundraising and Budget
• Oversee the creation of the annual agency budget with input from the board finance committee, staff and full board.
• Maintain relationships with existing funders and ensure that all grant requirements and deliverables are met.
• Identify and develop strategic partnerships for programs and funding.
• Develop relationships with new funders.
• Maintain working knowledge of significant developments and trends in funding streams/sources and its relevance to LAFSBC.
• Develop new sources of program funding.
• Maintain sound financial practices
• Manage revenues and expenses to meet budget targets
• Work with the finance director and board finance committee to produce monthly and annual financial reports.
• Find and write grants and proposals sufficient to provide secure funding for the organization.
• Work with board committees and staff to plan and oversee community fundraising events.
Desired Qualifications and Experience
• The successful candidate must be a compassionate lawyer licensed to practice in California with an unwavering commitment to equal access
to justice and should possess many of the following qualifications.
• Significant experience managing and leading a non-profit organization, a private or corporate business, or a government agency;
• The ability and desire to lead a team of professionals and work collaboratively with talented mission-driven staff;
• Excellent communication skills in all aspects of programmatic work with media, policy makers, funders, staff, board and the general public;
• A demonstrated record of successful fund-raising from foundations, major individual donors, business corporations, and the public at large;
• A track-record of working with vulnerable and low income populations, engaging in collaboratives and partnerships and a strong commitment
to diversity and inclusion;
• Experience providing and advocating for civil legal aid services;
• Demonstrated ability to lead an organization through change and growth; and,
• High energy level, good humor and contagious optimism that inspires others with a sense of possibility, progress and hope.
Salary and Benefits
Salary is commensurate with experience. Generous personal leave and benefits package, including paid vacation, sick leave, and health insurance.
To Apply:
Email a 1-2 page chronological resume and 1-2 page cover letter explaining (1) what experience, skills and personal characteristics qualify you for
this position; (2) why the mission and work of LAFSBC appeals to you; and (3) why the Executive Director position is the right next step for you in
your career; and (4) the unique contributions you feel you can provide to the organization.”
Please email your application to personnel@lafsbc.org by April 15, 2018. Targeted Start Date: July 1, 2018.
LAFSBC is an equal opportunity employer.
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Alternative Dispute Resolution
Dr. Penny Clemmons
687-9901
clemmonsjd@cs.com

Bench & Bar Relations:
Stephen Dunkle
sdunkle@sangerswysen.com

248-7118

Criminal
Catherine Swysen
962-4887
cswysen@sangerswysen.com

Debtor/Creditor
Carissa Horowitz
cnhorowitz@yahoo.com

Alex Craigie
alex@craigielawfirm.com

845-1752

Estate Planning/Probate
962-4887

Civil Litigation
Mark Coffin
mtc@markcoffinlaw.com

Mandatory Fee Arbitration

Employment Law

708-6653

Connor Cote
connor@jfcotelaw.com

966-1204

Eric Berg
eric@berglawgroup.com
Vanessa Kirker Wright
vkw@kirkerwright.com
Naomi Dewey
ndewey@BFASlaw.com

708-0748
964-5105
966-7422

Real Property/Land Use

Family Law
Matthew Long
254-4878
matthewjlong@santabarbaradivorcelaw.
com

Josh Rabinowitz
jrabinowitz@fmam.com
Bret Stone
bstone@paladinlaw.com

963-0755
898-9700

In House Counsel/Corporate Law
Betty L. Jeppesen
jeppesenlaw@gmail.com

963-9958

Taxation

845-3434

Peter Muzinich
pmuzinich@gmail.com
Cindy Brittain
Cdb11@ntrs.com

Intellectual Property
Christine Kopitzke
ckopitzke@socalip.com

966-2440
695-7315

For information on upcoming MCLE events,
visit SBCBA at http://www.sblaw.org//
KEMBLE WHITE, TAX ATTORNEY
F O R M E R IRS C H I E F C O U N S E L A T T O R N E Y
TAX CONTROVERSY MATTERS
M A R T I N D A L E & H U B B E L L AV R A T I N G

BONGIOVI MEDIATION
Mediating Solutions since 1998
Mediator • Arbitrator • Discovery Referee

UNFILED TAX RETURNS
COLLECTION PROBLEMS
AUDITS AND APPEALS
U.S. TAX COURT
BANKRUPTCY PLANNING
OFFERS IN COMPROMISE
PENALTY ABATEMENT

“There is no better
ambassador for the
value of mediation than
Henry Bongiovi.”

My career started as a trial lawyer for the IRS
Office of Chief Counsel and I have spent more
than 25 years in private practice resolving
problems with the IRS and state tax agencies.

HENRY J. BONGIOVI

KEMBLEWHITE@COX.NET

(805) 682-6165

AV Preeminent Rating
(5 out of 5)

2780-A STATE STREET, SANTA BARBARA, CA 93105
WWW.KEMBLEWHITE.COM

AVVO Rated ‘Superb’
(10 out of 10)
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Conducting Mediations
throughout California
805.564.2115
www.henrybongiovi.com
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Change Service Requested

Daniel Encell
“The Real Estate Guy ”
Call: (805) 565 - 489 6
Email: danencell@aol.com
Visit: w w w.DanEncell.com
BRE # 0 0976141

• Montecito • Santa Barbara • Hope Ranch • Beach •
• #2 Berkshire Hathaway Agent in the Nation
• Wall Street Journal “Top 100” Agents Nationwide
(
out of over 1.3 million)
• Graduate of UCLA School of Law and former attorney
• An expert in the luxury home market
• Alumnus of Cate and UCSB
Remember — it costs no more to work with the best
(but it can cost you plenty if you don’t!)
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Each year, Dan spends over
$250,000 to market and
advertise his listings. He has
sold over $1.4 Billion in Local
Real Estate.

